Kraus Flooring **Features & Benefits**

**Zipperlock® Technology**
Yarn that is regularly found in loop pile carpet is tufted with a straight stitch that may unravel and fray over time. Our Zipperlock technology allows our carpets to be tufted with an interlocking stitch to prevent unraveling providing the long lasting beauty of your carpet.

**Stain Proof – No Exceptions™**
Perfecting the balance between dye technologies and understanding a fiber’s construction, our carpets feature a Stain Proof – No Exceptions warranty. Most spills can be easily removed through gentle blotting allowing your carpet to remain beautiful in spite of life’s little mishaps.

**Kraus PremiumHardwood**
PearlTouch is an advanced 9 layer UV cured Urethane and Aluminum Oxide finish. This technology gives you a clean, yet slightly textured satin like finish.

**Wear**
Our carpet is guaranteed to withstand the wear and tear of daily life. Built to perform, Kraus carpet offers strength from face fiber to secondary backing.

**Perpetual Pashmina™**
All Perpetual Pashmina carpets are colorfast, easy to clean, durable, resilient, strong, long lasting and made from recyclable sources. Perpetual Pashmina fibers are twisted and heat-set for lasting beauty.

**BioFresh™ Anti-microbial**
This carpet incorporates BioFresh anti-microbial treatment to inhibit the growth of bacteria, fungi and mildew, ensuring lasting hygienic freshness. Carpets with BioFresh are ideal for areas where spills and soil could promote bacterial growth.

**Advanced Stain & Soil Protection**
Carpets with advanced stain and soil protection feature premium stain and soil resistance, as well as oil and water repellency. Carpets with this feature also include advanced soil-release technology.

**Softrelle™: Soft Touch, More Comfort**
Carpets made with Softrelle have a soft and luxurious feel. Adding more ultra-fine filaments create a soft yet durable carpet pile.

**Scoured Carpets Stay Clean Longer**
This solution dyed carpet is Scoured and Extracted™ to remove the processing oils that attract soil. Scouring makes the carpet easier to clean and helps prevent accelerated soil known as Rapid Resoil.

**Repel-iT**
Repel-iT immersion technology is Kraus’ advanced soil resistance formula. Carpets with the Repel-iT feature provide lasting protection and repel dirt and soiling.

**Backin Performance**
Kraus carpet tiles are manufactured to provide dimensional stability and will not delaminate from face fiber or edge ravel. Our Backing Performance warranty guarantees that the backing on this product will not shrink, grow, cup or dome, which ensures easy installation and product longevity.

**SwiftClean**
SwiftClean is a technologically advanced, high performance, waterproof surface protector, chemically bound to the surface of every Enstyle series product. Floors with SwiftClean are easier to maintain, helping to preserve the natural appearance of the floor for both residential and commercial installation.

**FloorScore**
Products bearing the FloorScore label meet the indoor air quality emissions criteria of LEED, CHPS, and the Green Guide for Health Care, and are recognized by a long list of healthy building programs. FloorScore certification is also a valuable stepping stone to sustainability certification under NSF/ANSI 332.

**FiberCore™**
All Enstyle Luxury Vinyl products feature our exclusive, technologically advanced FiberCore, providing added strength and flexibility ensuring all Enstyle products are dimensionally stable for North American conditions.